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Abstract. The article deals with the premise of appearance a new humanitarian subject in Ukrainian schools, after the country has reached the sovereignty. The difficulty in forming this subject, such as lack of new textbooks, programmes, reading-books, qualitative translations of the world literature pieces in Ukrainian are searched. Scientists, methodists and Ukrainian teachers, having rejected from the Soviet methodology of Teaching Literature in schools were creating a new course policy and new principles – principles of teaching foreign literature in school.
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On different stages of social development, especially in the periods of changes political conditions, ideological setting-outs, values and educational paradigm scientists feel necessity to appeal to historic experience of home pedagogy.

History of teaching principles, like a history of any other science must reveal the mechanism of science development, put into practice the rational reconstruction of the historical transformation of the pedagogical science, contribute to the increase of the theoretical level in modern teaching principles, create premise for the precise valuation of significance its achievements. The critical analysis of the historical experience of teaching principles is the important source of the policy’s working-out in modern literature education, necessary basis for the scientific cognition, on the ground of which scientific-methodical conceptions appear. As a famous Ukrainian scientist V. Vernadsky claimed, «History of a science and its past must be critically arranged by every scientific generation and not only because funds of our knowledge are being changed, new documents are being disclosed or new ways of past restoration are being found… Moving forward, science not only creates the new, but inevitably overestimates the old, survived» [1].

Learning the process of the principles of school literature teaching’s formation gives a possibility to estimate its modern condition, to consider deeper and to analyze the dynamics of the pedagogical phenomena, which are particular for the definite social political and cultural conditions, to find out the properties of principles of teaching literature as a science, and also to represent the peculiarities of its formation in Ukraine clearly.

The aim of this article is to learn the formation of the principles of foreign literature teaching in the Ukrainian schools (1991-1995).

Works of V.N. Albatyrova, L.O. Bazille, A. Beletskiy, T.E. Benkovskaya, V.V. Golubkov, A.D. Grechishnikova, N.S. Derzham, G.N. Ionin, A.M. Krasnousov, A.R. Mazurkevich, L.F. Miroshnichenko, D.K. Motolskaya, Y.A. Rotkovich, I.E. Tselikova, V.F. Chertov, F.M. Shteinbuk and many others, dedicated to the learning of formation and development of the principles of teaching Ukrainian and Russian Literature in school in different historical periods are known in the principles of teaching literature.

Significant work on comprehension of the methodic heritage of the past, determination of its importance for school practice was performed by teachers-methodists, despite of the fact, that the history of the principles of teaching literature is a quite young research area of the pedagogical science, created in 30-s of the XXth century. But the history of the formation and development the principles of teaching the foreign literature is almost not searched.

The subject «Foreign Literature» was introduced in the Ukrainian schools in 1991, after the country had reached the sovereignty, when the reformation processes touched on the system of the secondary education. After the split of the Soviet Union the subject «Russian Literature» was excluded from school curricula in the states of the former USSR, except the schools in Byelorussia. The world literature started being taught in Ukrainian schools together with the native literature.

The phenomenon of the Ukrainian science is paradoxical: each state that develops its science creates an appropriate scientific space – relatively closed system of functioning science as a part of culture. There is a definite correlation between the state and the scientific space. The national character of the science is shown in this correlation. Before 1991 the scientific space of Ukraine was a part of a
scientific space of the USSR. After the split of the USSR its scientific space broke, but it didn’t mean the automatic formation of the scientific spaces of the former soviet republics.

The history of the Ukrainian science is very hard to trace in its international cognitive dimension, like an immanent process, that doesn’t involve the social context, because the Ukrainian science was influenced by the political, ideological and economical factors.

Two important aspects stipulate the birth of a new subject. On the one hand, it’s the course of the Ukrainian secondary school directed on the humanization of education. On the other hand – necessity to keep a job for thousand Russian Literature teachers after this subject on account of obvious reasons had been withdrawn from the curricula.

Actually it was a question of creating an absolutely new subject. Its uniqueness lies in the fact that literary works which are included in the school curriculum in Ukraine (especially in the curriculum of the senior school) are studied in all over the world by the students of the philological departments in the higher schools. The foreign literature as a separate subject is absent from all famous for us state school systems.

Undoubtedly, the process of establishment of this subject was undergoing quite difficult, despite of the fact that Ukraine, the former Soviet Union Republic had its strong methodic basis, its scientific methodic schools, scientists-methodists, who enriched not only the Soviet, but also the world methodic science. So, in 1992-1993 academic year schools of Ukraine received the programme of the subject called «Literature of the Nations», which offered a list of literary works for studying from the 5 th to the 11 th form. The programme was quite compact – there was only an explanatory note, which completely confused most teachers except the list of literary works, because teachers were allowed not only to allocate the total number of hours, allotted to the subject between the items of the given list, but also to renew this list in accordance with the texts availability by themselves, as they see fit: teachers were allowed some authors and their works to cross out, others – to include. The next academic year 1993–1994 the situation practically didn’t change – schools were provided with the new programme that was called «The Reference Programme “World Literature”».

Definitely, teacher has reached the long-expected freedom of choice. J.I. Sultanov, characterizing this period, noticed that peculiar features of that stage were «first of all, the search of the ways of overcoming consequences of the total ideologization as fiction in general, as school education, secondly, practically and intentionally there was returning to the modern school of the world famous art values, which were repressed, suppressed and edited by the censorship, in the light of the supremacy the Soviet ideology in the Ukrainian schools» [2].

But most school practitioners were bewildered. Part of the literary works, which were carried over from the old Russian Literature programme into the new Foreign Literature programme were familiar to the teachers, but the second part of the literary works included into these lists were absolutely unknown to them, or known, predominately according to the institute curricula, so the way of teaching without having the medical support, created a real problem.

The textbooks, texts of the literary works were absent, even those, that had been taught in the Soviet schools, because Russian Literature textbooks were withdrawn from schools and destroyed.

Part of the teachers, «the old guard» despite the introducing of a new subject continued to teach according to the old programme the Russian literature, the second part – went deeper in teaching literature from the Christian point of view, the third – started teaching literary works forbidden earlier or inaccessible for the wide range of readers with pleasure.

Having refused the old, conventional for the Soviet times methodology of teaching literature in school, scientists, methodists, teachers of Ukraine «on the run», empirically were creating the methodic base of a new school subject, that would exclude any ideological prejudice and involvement, the policy of a new course, that would take into account specific features of the world history-literary process, would determine criteria of the notional content of the subject taking into consideration age-specific and psychological features of the school children.

The scholars responded to the idea of creating a new subject eagerly. Specialists of the Shevchenko Institute of Literature of the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, National Pedagogical Dragomanov University, Taras Shevchenko National University of Kiev and other universities performed on the pages of the particularized press. The teachers and methodists were joining the discussion of a new subject’s programme.

The subject has overcome a long way. Scientists made sufficient effort, so that Foreign Literature (now the World Literature) as a subject would had clear methodology, aims and objectives, that it took its full place among other subjects.

This period many probe textbooks, reading-books are edited, qualitative translations of the world literary works in Ukrainian are created. In 1992-1993 academic year 60 variants of the curricula for the comprehensive schools in the professional journal «Vozrozhdenie» («Возрождение») were of-
федер. Different problems of the principles of teaching literature in school are discussed hot.

Even the name of the subject has caused the argues – the subject changed its name three times in the first four years: «Literature of the Nations» (1992), «World Literature» (1993), and at last «Foreign Literature». The going programmes, their information overload tendentiousness and subjectivity in the material selection, their degree of russification divided the most.

The logical conclusion of the first stage of the process of formation and development of the principles of teaching foreign literature in school was appearance of the programme edited by K. Shakhova.

It was the first programme which was recommended by the Ministry of Education of Ukraine for the 5–11 forms of the comprehensive school with the Ukrainian language of teaching, and unlike all previous reference-thematic plan of the programme (1992) and reference programme (1993) the programme by K. Shakhova in the beginning 1995/1996 academic year received a status of a competent document and was almost absolutely supported by the reading textbooks on foreign literature recommended for 5–8 th forms and textbooks and reading-books for the 9–11 forms by the Ministry of Education.

Its appearance caused vivid argues, ambiguous teachers evaluations. The programme had not recommended, but obligatory way, that caused the general discontent, because first of all this programme, like the previous two, appeared in November, when the academic year started, secondly, many regions had been working already according their own programmes and textbooks.

One should be noticed, that the key problem of the teaching principles were not solved, and some have become even sharper. We will agree with J.I. Sultanov, «who thought, that on the first stage of the formation and statement of the World Literature as a school subject, any of the methodical principles hadn’t been formulated strict and based… and the problem of the so-called bringing-up teaching… hadn’t been led to the logical conclusion» [2].

But, despite the difficulty of formation these years, the new school subject «Foreign Literature» has become the integral part of the disciplines of the humanitarian cycle and the new system of education in schools of Ukraine.

Including of this course to the core curriculum defined it as a unique phenomenon not only in the home, but also in the European educational sphere. Just to this subject is assigned a task to the humanitarian bringing-up the youth, attracting them to the wealth of the world spiritual culture, mental and moral growth of a person, aesthetic bringing-up, in particular – training for life in the concrete historical socio-cultural area. The new subject in schools of Ukraine – is the evidence of our openness to the integration world.
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Abstract: Each project is initiated and implemented in an environment of ambiguity, and there always is a certain risk in achieving its goals. This risk needs to be managed. The process of risk management is a series of actions aimed at the identification, analysis, evaluation, response and monitoring of potential risk events or situations that may negatively affect the objectives of the project and provide a reasonable belief that these objectives will be achieved. In the following report there are various approaches, procedures and methods of risk management in project activities. It also outlines the major risk characteristics and potential sources: internal and external. Risk management is viewed as a complex, continuous and multidimensional process that is ongoing throughout the project life cycle and goes through various stages: risk identification, analysis and risk assessment, precautionary measures to prevent or reduce the impact of risk to an acceptable levels, monitoring (control) risk. Some of the most popular strategies against risk are presented – avoiding (elimination) risk, accepting (tolerance) risk, reducing (mitigating) risk and transferring (sharing) it. The second part of the report is devoted to the results of potential risks identification in the implementation of an educational project related to the ongoing training of kindergarten teachers in the Republic of Bulgaria. This training is realized featuring teachers from Plovdiv University’s Pedagogy Department as tutors. There are also some specific measures to counteract the risks identified in the activity. The parameters set for the report volume allow inclusion of only a small portion of the identified risks and measures to counterpart, and require them to be presented descriptively in the textual version, not the table of risk (as in the original).
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Each project is initiated and implemented in an environment of ambiguity, and a certain risk in achieving its goals is inevitable. Risk can be characterized by: the probability of occurrence (characterized by the expected frequency of occurrence of the risk event and is defined as: very small, small, medium, large or extra-large); potential impact (characterized by the consequences of the occurrence of risk event is defined as critical, acceptable or negligible); degree of exposure to risk (defined as the product of probability and impact of risk occurrence); the frequency of occurrence of the risk event and its relative importance compared with other risk events [4], [5]. The process of risk management is a series of actions aimed at the identification, analysis, evaluation, response and monitoring of potential risk events or situations that may negatively affect the objectives of the project and provides a reasonable belief that these objectives will be achieved. Risk management is a complex process that proceeds throughout the life cycle of the project and includes the following stages:

Stage One: Identification of risks – a process that specifies the potential sources of risk, and the risks themselves are identified and described. Risk sources in the context of a project can be: external – they result from factors and events specific to the environment in which participants operate (they have economic, social, political or technological nature) and which the project team can not directly influence; internal – they are related to unique features of the project and task types that run in it and are, somewhat, controlled by the project team, for example: conflicting objectives, unclear roles and responsibilities in team, conflicts among stakeholders, poor coordination between the different participants in the project, lack of motivation, turnover in staff, lack of discipline and order. Potential risk factors and events that may affect the timing, costs and outcomes of the project and prevent its realization are revealed. A variety of methods is used for this purpose: questionnaires, interviews, brainstorming, analysis of documents, a list of expected and foreseeable risks based on past experience.

Stage Two: Analysis and assessment of risks – here are explored the parameters of specific risks, their causes, the links between them, the likelihood of their occurrence, frequency of occurrence, and qualitative and quantitative assessments of the consequences of their action. This data is distributed in